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ABSTRACT 

Background: Large language models (LLMs) have shown promise in answering medical 
licensing examination-style questions. However, there is limited research on the performance of 
multimodal LLMs on subspecialty medical examinations. Our study benchmarks the 
performance of multimodal LLM’s enhanced by model prompting strategies on gastroenterology 
subspeciality examination-style questions and examines how these prompting strategies 
incrementally improve overall performance. 

Methods: We used the 2022 American College of Gastroenterology (ACG) self-assessment 
examination (N=300). This test is typically completed by gastroenterology fellows and 
established gastroenterologists preparing for the gastroenterology subspeciality board 
examination. We employed a sequential implementation of model prompting strategies: prompt 
engineering, retrieval augmented generation (RAG), five-shot learning, and an LLM-powered 
answer validation revision model (AVRM). GPT-4 and Gemini Pro were tested.  

Results: Implementing all prompting strategies improved the overall score of GPT-4 from 
60.3% to 80.7% and Gemini Pro’s from 48.0% to 54.3%. GPT-4’s score surpassed the 70% 
passing threshold and 75% average human test-taker scores unlike Gemini Pro. Stratification of 
questions by difficulty showed the accuracy of both LLMs mirrored that of human examinees, 
demonstrating higher accuracy as human test-taker accuracy increased. The addition of the 
AVRM to prompt, RAG and 5-shot increased GPT-4’s accuracy by 4.4%. The incremental 
addition of model prompting strategies improved accuracy for both non-image (57.2% to 80.4%) 
and image-based (63.0% to 80.9%) questions for GPT-4, but not Gemini Pro. 

Conclusions: Our results underscore the value of model prompting strategies in improving LLM 
performance on subspecialty-level licensing exam questions. We also present a novel 
implementation of an LLM-powered reviewer model in the context of subspecialty medicine 
which further improved model performance when combined with other prompting strategies. Our 
findings highlight the potential future role of multimodal LLMs, particularly with the 
implementation of multiple model prompting strategies, as clinical decision support systems in 
subspecialty care for healthcare providers.  

Keywords: ChatGPT, Gemini pro, gastroenterology, RAG, prompt engineering, medical 
specialty examination. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Large language models (LLMs) have shown potential to revolutionize medical information 

retrieval and clinical decision support.1–4 These advanced artificial intelligence (AI) systems 

leverage vast amounts of data and computational power to generate human-like responses.5 

Previous investigations have demonstrated the accuracy and reliability of LLMs in answering 

clinical questions across various medical fields with promising results.6–13 As a more objective 

and generalizable benchmark for performance, studies have also explored LLMs' impressive 

performance on standardized clinical examinations such as the United States Medical Licensing 

Examination (USMLE) and specialty examinations.14–21  

Advancements in the capabilities of LLMs, such as image recognition, have opened new avenues 

for innovation and research into their potential applications in clinical care. Furthermore, model 

prompting strategies, such as prompt engineering, few-shot learning, and retrieval augmented 

generation (RAG) have provided promise in enhancing the performance of generalist foundation 

models on science and general medical knowledge benchmarks.22–24 Moreover, LLM self-

reflection or verification has been shown to improve model accuracy, opening new avenues for 

the design of validation pipelines for model performance enhancement.25–32 There are currently 

no studies exploring the simultaneous implementation of these methods to enhance multimodal 

LLM performance in subspecialty medical examinations. Given the complex clinical reasoning 

required in specialty care, the role of model prompting strategies in LLM performance warrants 

further investigation. 

The fields of gastroenterology and hepatology are ideal for examining multimodal LLM 

prompting strategies. These fields encompass a wide range of major topics and regularly utilize 
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multiple diagnostic modalities, including cross-sectional imaging, endoscopy, ultrasound and 

manometry. A study in March 2023 evaluated the abilities of GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 to respond to 

simple prompts containing text-based questions from the 2021 and 2022 American College of 

Gastroenterology (ACG) Self-Assessment examinations.33 Neither model met the 70% passing 

threshold for these examinations. Although informative, the study had several limitations: it did 

not employ prompting strategies, predated the release of GPT-4 vision-LLMs, and relied on 

earlier iterations of both models. Another study investigating LLM performance on the ACG 

self-assessment examinations found significant enhancements using prompt engineering alone, 

although it was limited to only text-based LLMs and lacked incorporation of other model 

prompting strategies.34   

Thus, we aimed to expand on these previous studies by examining the impact of model tuning on 

multimodal LLM performance on the 2022 ACG Self-Assessment examination to benchmark the 

performance of LLMs in gastroenterology and hepatology. To evaluate differences in LLM 

performance, we compared the performance of two widely used models, GPT-4 and Gemini Pro. 

To enhance model performance, we used the following model prompting strategies: prompt 

engineering, RAG, few-shot learning, and an LLM-powered peer reviewer termed Answer 

Validation Revision Model (AVRM). To better understand the impact of model prompting 

strategies, we analyzed the impact of stepwise implementation on overall performance.  

METHODS 

ACG Self-Assessment Examination 

The ACG committee developed the ACG Self-Assessment to aid new and recertifying 

gastroenterologists for the American Board of Internal Medicine gastroenterology board 
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examination.35 A new version is released annually, with the latest released in 2023. The exam 

consists of 300 multiple-choice questions covering core clinical knowledge topics in 

gastroenterology and hepatology, including medical images. Each question includes detailed 

explanations and scientific references. We used the 2023 version for parameter and prompt 

optimization and the 2022 version for testing.  

 

LLM Setup and Environment 

We implemented model prompting strategies stepwise, starting with a zero-shot approach and 

sequentially adding strategies for a final combined approach (Supplementary Figure 1). Given 

Gemini Pro’s poor performance, AVRM was not performed. Data were collected in April 2024, 

except for the AVRM model, designed and collected in May 2024. Refer to Supplementary 

Methods for further details 

 

Prompt Development 

We iteratively developed and optimized a prompt using the 2023 ACG Self-Assessment 

questions. The prompt was refined based on a review of generated responses and overall 

performance. No gastroenterology or hepatology information was included; instead, we 

instructed the model on examination approaches, reasoning techniques, and comprehensive 

information evaluation. 

 

Retrieval Augmented Generation (RAG) 

The RAG dataset included online publicly available clinical practice guidelines and practice 

updates from the ACG, American Gastroenterological Association (AGA), American Society for 
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Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ASGE), and American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases 

(AASLD). This approach resembles providing students with relevant reference materials as well 

as an effective and efficient method of identifying the most relevant sections for each question 

during an examination (Figure 1). Refer to Supplementary Methods for more details.  

 

5-shot Learning 

We used a 5-shot learning strategy to enhance model performance. This is akin to students 

practicing for exams by completing practice questions. Each example included the question, 

answer choices, any associated images, and the explanation for the correct answer with 

annotations as provided by the ACG. Example selection was systematic and mirrored student 

preparation. During testing, we critically appraised the model's performance on the ACG 2023 

examination, prioritizing topics with more questions and lower scores to maximize improvement. 

We included straightforward guideline-based, and complex questions to ensure diverse 

examples. Lastly, we provided examples with and without images. 

 

Answer Validation Revision Model (AVRM) 

The AVRM was implemented as the last step and tasked with first reviewing the inputs and 

outputs of the previous model, which utilized prompt, RAG and 5-shot, and then using the 

AVRM prompt to decide on the final answer to the question. An illustration of all inputs and 

outputs for the AVRM model are shown in Supplementary Figure 2. The AVRM prompt was 

developed by closely examining model reasoning and output on the 2023 ACG examination. 

AVRM prompt engineering included instructions to appraise the previous model’s output 

systematically. The AVRM ensured the previous model’s information summary was correct and 
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logical. After examination, the AVRM either agreed with the previous model’s answer or 

disagreed and provided a new answer. We considered the answer ultimately chosen by the 

AVRM as the final answer for analysis. An example of model input and output is shown in 

Supplementary Table 1.  

 

Statistical Analysis 

Two outcomes were considered: LLM accuracy and proportion of questions where LLMs chose 

the most popular answer chosen by human test-takers, irrespective of the correct answer. 

Multiple sub-analyses were conducted to better characterize LLM performance. Question 

difficulty, defined based on percentage of human test-takers choosing the correct answer, was 

categorized into 4 groups similar to prior study: least difficult (≥90%), mildly difficult (<90% 

and ≥75%), moderately difficult (≤75%), and very difficult (≤50%).33 Further sub-analyses 

included comparison of performance on image and non-image-based questions as well as 

difference in accuracy stratified by question topic as provided by the ACG. Further statistical 

analysis are described in Supplemental Methods. 

To assess the impact of sequentially implementing model prompting strategies on LLM 

performance, we employed linear regression analyses. The explanatory variable was scaled 0-4 

for GPT-4 and 0-3 for Gemini Pro as an ordinal variable with each increment representing an 

additional model prompting strategy. For the linear regression analysis, the data point zero-shot 

with prompt and RAG was excluded to ensure consistency in the progression of prompting 

interventions. The dependent variable was percentage of correct answers chosen or percent of 

most popular answers chosen by each LLM. An interaction term was used to examine the 

difference in slopes between Gemini Pro and GPT-4 as well as image and non-image-based 
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questions. IBM SPSS Statistics version 29.0.2.0 was used for all analysis. The 0.05 significance 

level was used throughout.  

 

RESULTS 

Our analysis included all 300 questions from the 2022 ACG Self-Assessment examination, with 

138/300 (46%) containing images. At the final step of implementation, GPT-4’s performance 

improved from 60.3% to 80.7%, exceeding the 70% passing threshold and 75% average score of 

human test-takers (Figure 2A). Adding AVRM to prompt, RAG, and 5-shot increased GPT-4’s 

accuracy by 4.4%. At the final step of implementation, Gemini Pro’s performance improved 

from 48.0% to 54.3%, falling short of the minimum passing score (Figure 2B). GPT-4 (b=5.18, 

p<0.001) and Gemini Pro (b=1.99, p=0.024) both showed improvement with incremental 

prompting strategy implementation. GPT-4 improved at a 2.6-fold higher rate compared to 

Gemini Pro (p<0.001) (Figure 2B). Similar results were seen when examining trends in models 

choosing the most popular answer among human test-takers (Supplementary Figure 3, 

Supplementary Figure 4). 

 

LLM Performance Stratified by Image and Non-image Based Questions 

GPT-4 showed worse zero-shot accuracy on image (57.3%) compared to non-image-based 

(63.0%) questions. Subsequently, GPT-4’s performance improved with the incremental addition 

of model prompting strategies on both non-image (b=4.45, p<0.001) and image (b=6.02, 

p<0.001) based questions. Performance for image-based questions improved at a greater rate 

compared to non-image-based questions (p=0.01), ultimately leading to a narrowing of the 

performance gap at the final step of implementation (image-based 80.4% vs non-image-based 
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80.9%) (Figure 3A). Gemini Pro did not demonstrate improvement in performance with the 

incremental addition of model prompting strategies on both non-image (b=3.03, p=0.10), and 

image (b=1.58, p=0.26) based questions without a difference in trends noted (p=0.176) (Figure 

3B).  

 

LLM Performance Stratified by Question Difficulty for Humans 

A total of 75 questions were categorized as least difficult, 104 as mildly difficult, 119 as 

moderately difficult and 36 as very difficult. For both GPT-4 and Gemini Pro, accuracy 

increased with increasing human performance at all steps of implementation(Figure 5, 

Supplemental Figure 5). GPT-4’s performance improved with the incremental addition of 

model prompting strategies among all question difficulties: least difficult (b=4.4, p=0.039), 

mildly difficult (b=3.95, p<0.001), moderately difficult (b=6.65, p=0.003), very difficult 

(b=2.78, p=0.046) (Figure 4). Gemini Pro demonstrated improvement in performance among 

only the hardest questions (Supplemental Figure 5).  

 

LLM Performance Stratified by Question Topic 

GPT-4 performed best on the topics Miscellaneous (17/19, 89.5%) and performed worst on the 

topic irritable bowel syndrome (IBS)/motility (9/14, 64.3%) (Figure 5). Gemini Pro performed 

best on IBS/motility (11/14,78.6%) and worst on Colon (12/49, 24.5%) (Supplemental Figure 

6). The most difficult topic was Nutrition (62.3%) while the easiest was Liver (79.3%). There 

was no significant difference in the change in accuracy when comparing prompt and zero-shot 

and prompt and 5-shot for topics included (median=-4.9, IQR=-15.2, 8.4) and not included 

(median=4.5, IQR=0, 13.9) in 5-shot learning for GPT-4 (p=0.11). Similar results were seen for 
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Gemini Pro for topics included (median=-2.95, IQR=-6.1, 8.6) and not included (median=0, 

IQR=-30.8, 5.6) (p=0.78).  

 

DISCUSSION 

We examined the stepwise impact of stepwise implementation of prompting strategies on 

multimodal LLM performance, demonstrating for the first time an LLM passing the ACG Self-

Assessment examination. Both GPT-4 and Gemini Pro showed performance enhancements with 

successive implementation of prompting strategies. However, GPT-4 outperformed Gemini Pro 

on all metrics at all steps of implementation. At the final step of prompting strategy 

implementation GPT-4 scored 80.7%, surpassing the 70% passing threshold and the 75% 

average score of human test-takers. This analysis establishes a new benchmark for multimodal 

LLM performance in gastroenterology and hepatology, highlighting the benefits of simultaneous 

implementation of multiple prompting strategies.  

 

GPT-4 consistently outperformed Gemini Pro across all levels of prompting strategy 

implementation. These results corroborate prior studies demonstrating GPT-4's superior 

performance over Gemini Pro in domains such as ophthalmology surgical planning, hypertension 

education, and glaucoma management.36–38 Its also notable that GPT-4 showed higher rate of 

performance improvement with successive implementation of model prompting strategies 

compared to Gemini Pro. The discrepancy in performance is likely multifactorial, arising from 

variations in model architecture, training data, and post-training fine-tuning. This performance 

gap underscores the importance of model selection in developing high-performing clinical 

decision support systems. 
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GPT-4 and Gemini Pro accuracy mimicked that of human test takers, as the models were more 

likely to select a correct answer when humans were more likely to answer correctly. This finding 

was noted at every step of implementation for both models (Figure 4, Supplemental Figure 5). 

While not directly investigated by our analysis, there are multiple potential reasons for this trend 

that are worth exploring in future studies. Multiple factors can contribute to question difficulty 

such as requirement of higher order thinking, content familiarity, question format and question 

clarity. LLMs have been previously shown to mirror patterns of human reasoning, demonstrating 

many of the same qualitative human patterns of logical reasoning tasks.39 Importantly, these 

trends were seen across all LLMs tested and all training and tuning paradigms, suggesting a 

general phenomenon among LLMs.39 Its plausible that the trends observed in our analysis are in 

part due to the models aligning with human decision-making patterns. Perhaps LLMs utilize 

common reasoning pathways or heuristics that humans employ when faced with similar 

questions. Future investigations into LLM reasoning patterns compared to humans in the context 

of clinical reasoning are warranted.  

 

Similar model performance was seen among topics included and not included in few-shot 

learning when comparing zero shot and prompt with 5-shot and prompt performance (Figure 5, 

Supplemental Figure 6). These results imply that topic selection may not be a limiting factor in 

future studies involving a few-shot learning design for certain LLMs. We recommend emphasis 

on other criteria utilized in our study, such as question complexity and training set performance 

as described in our methods.  
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GPT-4 and Gemini Pro performed better on some topics compared to others (Figure 5, 

Supplemental Figure 6). GPT-4 notably performed poorly on the IBS/motility questions, while 

Gemini Pro performed best on this topic. The exam questions for IBS/motility were of average 

difficulty when examining average human test-taker scores on all topics (Figure 5), making 

disproportionately more difficult questions for IBS/motility a less likely explanation. The reason 

for this discrepancy in performance may be due to difference in training data source and fine-

tuning although this warrants further investigation in future studies.  

 

Previous studies have examined the ability of LLMs to self-reflect and improve performance 

with promising results. The concept of self-reflection entails LLMs assessing their own output, 

or that of other LLMs, to improve reasoning and ultimately accuracy. Studies in the literature 

used a variety of designs utilizing different prompting strategies, incorporation of external 

information, few-shot learning, RAG and the utilization of multiple LLMs as self-reflection 

agents.25–32 The AVRM in our study is a hybrid of previously described methods with certain 

variations that are specific to our study design such as the simultaneous incorporation of 5-shot 

learning and RAG as AVRM input as well as including a gastroenterology and hepatology 

guideline library for the RAG. While our findings are promising there are multiple opportunities 

for optimizing the AVRM performance in the context of subspecialty care. One consideration is 

optimizing AVRM inputs to maximize performance. This includes optimizing the AVRM 

prompt, determining the ideal quantity and types of examples for few-shot learning, and fine-

tuning the source content and parameters of the Retrieval-Augmented Generation (RAG) 

framework. Additionally, improvements in the design of the AVRM pipeline warrant 
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consideration. This includes optimizing the sequence of input processing and evaluating the 

number and types of LLMs required to achieve optimal performance. 

 

GPT-4’s disparity in performance between image and non-image-based questions noticeably 

narrowed after the implementation of prompting, RAG, and 5-shot and nullified after the further 

implementation of AVRM. The lack of impact of 5-shot learning and prompting alone on the 

performance gap was unexpected, given that some examples contained images. Furthermore, the 

addition of RAG to prompting and 5-shot learning, which did not include images, appears to 

have disproportionately improved the models' performance on image-based questions. The 

improvement seen with the addition of AVRM was expected and potentially highlights the utility 

of an additional layer of decision-making that specifically evaluates and potentially corrects 

responses generated by the primary model. However, the reason for the disproportionate impact 

of this added benefit on image-based questions is unclear and warrants future investigation.  

 

Limitations 

Our study has several limitations to consider. We ran one exam for each step of implementation 

making examining consistency in accuracy not possible. While board examinations serve as an 

objective benchmark for LLM performance, board questions do not represent the complexity of 

all real-world clinical scenarios, and future prospective studies are required to assess LLM 

performance in clinical decision-making more comprehensively. The source of training data for 

both LLMs has not been publicly disclosed, making critical appraisal of the sources used to train 

the models not possible. Our RAG was constructed in plain text format which fails to capture 

information in pictures and graphs. While language in charts were represented in the RAG, chart 
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formation and spacing was not preserved making nuanced interpretation of the information 

difficult. Furthermore, our RAG library only contained society guidelines which are not 

comprehensive of all topics and knowledge in the fields of gastroenterology and hepatology. 

Future studies incorporating images in guidelines as well as including other relevant source 

material may be helpful in improving model performance. Our study utilized linear regression 

analysis to evaluate trends and differences in trends, with prompting strategy implementation 

(the explanatory variable) treated as an ordinal variable, while standard linear regression analysis 

assumes that a numerical explanatory variable is measured on an equal interval level. The intent 

of our analysis was exploratory, and the results should be interpreted as suggestive only.  Future 

studies are needed to evaluate the statistical significance of these trends and their differences 

more conclusively. Lastly, cost effectiveness and token usage were not explored in our study and 

warrants future examination to better understand the economic impact and practicality of LLMs 

as decision support tools.  

 

CONCLUSION 

GPT-4, with the simultaneous utilization of model prompting strategies, surpassed both the 

passing threshold and the average human test-taker’s scores on the ACG Self-Assessment 

examination. GPT-4 outperformed Gemini Pro at all levels of implementation including a greater 

rate of improvement in performance with sequential implementation of strategies. We also show 

improvement in overall performance by implementing an LLM-powered reviewer model. Our 

analysis underscores the significant improvement in LLM standardized subspecialty examination 

performance. Moreover, the performance of GPT-4 enhanced by model prompting strategies 

underscores the promising future role of LLMs as adjunctive tools in clinical decision support, 
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augmenting the care delivered by healthcare providers. In view of the complex and nuanced 

nature of clinical medicine, we support the future use of LLMs to supplement, rather than 

supplant, the care provided by licensed healthcare professionals. Prospective studies are needed 

to better understand the performance of LLMs using model prompting strategies in real-world 

complex medical decision-making settings.   
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Figure 1: Diagram of Retrieval Augmented Generation Model Architecture for Question-Answering 

Using Attention-Based Deep Learning. 
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Figure 2: Stepwise Performance of GPT-4 (A) and performance comparison of GPT-4 and Gemini Pro 

(B) on the 2022 ACG Self-Assessment Examination with the Implementation of Each Model Prompting 

Strategy.  

 

GPT-4: Generative Pre-trained Transformer 4; ACG: American College of Gastroenterology; LLM: Large 

language model; RAG: Retrieval-Augmented Generation; AVRM: Answer Validation Revision Model. 

- - - Minimum 70% threshold for passing the exam. 

𑁦𑁦𑁦𑁦 Average score of human test-takers. 
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Figure 3: Stepwise Performance of GPT-4 (A) and Gemini Pro (B) on Image and Non-image containing 

2022 ACG Self-Assessment Examination Questions with the Implementation of Each Model Prompting 

Strategy  

 

GPT-4: Generative Pre-trained Transformer 4; ACG: American College of Gastroenterology; RAG: Retrieval-

Augmented Generation; AVRM: Answer Validation Revision Model 
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Figure 4: Stepwise Performance of GPT-4 on the 2022 ACG Self-Assessment Examination with the 

Implementation of Each Model Prompting Strategy Stratified by Question Difficulty.  

 

GPT-4: Generative Pre-trained Transformer 4; ACG: American College of Gastroenterology; RAG: Retrieval-

Augmented Generation; AVRM: Answer Validation Revision Model. 

Note: Question difficulty was defined by the percentage of human respondents answering a question correctly, the 

lower the percent accuracy, the more difficult the question. 
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Figure 5: Stepwise Performance of GPT-4 at the Final Step of Model Prompting Strategy 

Implementation** on the 2022 ACG Self-Assessment Examination Questions with the Implementation of 

Each Model Prompting Strategy Stratified by Topic. 

 

GPT-4: Generative Pre-trained Transformer 4; ACG: American College of Gastroenterology; IBD: inflammatory 

bowel disease; IBS: irritable bowel syndrome. 

*Topics represented in 5-shot learning 

**Model utilized prompt, 5-shot learning, retrieval augmented generation (RAG) and the Answer Validation 

Revision Model (AVRM) 
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